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Hire FAST, ACCURATE & EFFORTLESSLY



Automate the hiring process and prioritize what truly counts.




	85% reduction in time looking for qualified candidates.
	Accurate: 99% accurate on candidate selection based on your criteria
	Cost Effective: Costs 80% less on average than other hiring methods
	100% love from our customers 





Get started

Get a demo
















"Job Crystal have helped New Balance build our team in stores and in Head Office, they get us, our culture and our brand and we love working with them!"





Nicolette Van Rooyen,
Snr. HR Officer, New Balance










“Such an amazing team at #JobCrystal.  I generally dislike recruitment companies but this one is definitely streets ahead.  Professional, fast, efficient and an unbelievable amount of care and understanding. I highly recommend them for any placement you may have.  Thank you #JobCrystal..”



Harry Welby-Cooke, Country Partner,
ActionCOACH










“Crystal is a great team member to have on your team! She managed to find me several suitable candidates in a single afternoon which saved me a lot of time and effort.”

 



Vanessa Raath,

CEO of Talent Hunter










“Using Crystal AI has greatly reduced the cost being leveraged to have access to these platforms as well and we love the continued support from the Job Crystal team, who from top to bottom are willing to assist whenever called upon.”


Ed Schlodder,

COO of GBE Global














5 Time Saving Tools All In One Place



Your choice to partner with one, some or all to streamline your recruitment process.



CRYSTAL AI

Our AI sourcing tool scans the web on your behalf to find you great candidate matches in your job spec with a 99% accuracy rate. ALL in just minutes




EXECUTIVE SEARCH

Don't have time to spend on recruitment? We take care of the process for you - from sourcing to candidate management.

BACKGROUND CHECKS

KNOW who you're hiring with quick, easy background checks (and get the results straight to your inbox).






SALARY BENCHMARKING

Make informed career and hiring decisions by checking a salary against the standard salary for that role country-wide.

APPLICANT TRACKING SYSTEM

Take the time and hassle out of recruitment admin by having all your jobs and candidates in one place.




CANDIDATE DATABASE

Combined with our ever-growing database of over 67 million active and passive candidates eager to meet with you.

Subheadline space






What we do



Quite simply, we do recruitment and we do it well. We literally couldn’t be more Crystal clear about it (get it!). Our range of recruitment services fit all budgets, shapes and company sizes, giving SME’s, agencies and corporates more time to focus on the bigger picture.

From Do-It-Yourself recruitment solutions to trusting our talented team of recruitment revolutionaries to do it all for you (aka WDIF - We-Do-It-For you solution), Job Crystal’s mission is to search and find the perfect talent match for your business - faster, smarter and at the click of a mouse.

They don’t call us the talent matchmakers for nothing, you know.








"We extended an offer to a candidate for one of our Senior Manager roles. Crystal saved over R150k that we would have needed to pay to a recruitment agency"

 



Nicole Muriro,

HR Officer, SOLA Group












“We’ve been impressed with Job Crystal’s quick and professional service in our years of partnering together, but the speed at which Crystal sources is a game-changer!"

 



Aneé Sieberhagen,
Business Information Manager of Nampak








"We are getting to know Crystal as an AI-searching tool, we are finding her searches as accurate as the information we provide her, and gives us access to candidates we would not have been able to consider otherwise"



Tania Roux,
Senior Talent Acquisition Specialist, The Shoprite Group of Companies












"It is so simple - you sign in, post a job (they even have templates you can use!!!) and the next thing you see is suitable candidates to choose from to arrange the interview."

 



Tashalene Reid,
CEO of Col Cacchio

















You do it



Let me, Crystal Ai, find search, source, and screen talent for you! Get the best candidates from 34 million!

Job Crystal guarantees that Crystal, our AI Recruiter, will send you talent that matches requirements in your job description.



See pricing





We do it



Would you like to call a friend? Sit back and watch your business grow by letting us handle the hiring load for you. Our Executive Search team can find any needle for you.



It's as easy as Click. Connect. Chill.



Talk to a human





What we can do for you






Recruitment



Traditional recruitment processes such as searching, sourcing and screening candidates faster, simpler and more affordably.
Recruit now

Background checks



Nobody likes a swindler. We conduct fast, accurate and reliable background and criminal checks to ensure the integrity of our candidates.
Check yourself

Salary benchmarking



Know your employees worth by finding out the most current salary packages based on the current job market.
You're worth it




Why choose us?
Because we are awesome





Time efficiency



You get a batch of candidates in minutes and save up to 24 hours in screening time. Need we say more? Tick, tock… what are you waiting for?

Quantity



From active to passive talent, Job Crystal leaves no stone unturned in the search for the perfect pairing.

Precision



Automate and elevate the hiring process using our impressive AI software for more accurate and effective hiring decisions.

Time efficiency



Job Crystal helps local SME’s and businesses create a thriving, diverse workforce to ensure productivity and equality.







Are you ready to hire your forever talent?



Your line is Yes Please



Get started

Dream big.
Find your forever job.




Job search







Impact begins here






67 MILLION +
Candidates



6 Thousand +
Clients



Two
Countries



Hundreds of
Jobs






4.8 star average on Google Reviews









Evan Singh

I wish to extend my heartfelt gratitude to the Job Crystal team. They have shown professionalism beyond my expectations. Their staff are well-qualified in identifying the best candidate for the best job.




  
    




  

  
  










Cassandra Van Kersteren

It has been such a pleasure working with the Job Crystal team. The commitment and communication is something I have not experienced.







  
    




  

  
  










Fazeka Magavu

My experience with Job Crystal was phenomenal, the job hunting exercise is daunting and scary at times and my agent was with me every step of the way. It's like having a best friend walking that journey with you.




  
    




  

  
  









Accolades






























































What's happening in recruitment








5 Simple Ways to Infuse DEI into Your Hiring Practices



In today’s interconnected world, fostering Diversity, Equality, and Inclusion (DEI) isn’t just a moral imperative but also a strategic advantage for any organisation. From small...
Read More





5 Clues to Identify a Company Committed to Diversity and Inclusion



In today’s job market, spotting a company that values Diversity, Equality, and Inclusion (DEI) is crucial for you finding a fulfilling and inclusive work environment....
Read More





Diverse Hiring: How DEI Can Help Build Your Dream Team



Diversity, Equality, and Inclusion (DEI) are not just buzzwords in today’s corporate landscape but essential components of building a thriving and innovative workplace. Organisations that...
Read More





7 Key Recruitment Insights for 2024



Happy new year! The year 2024 is expected to bring significant changes to the recruitment landscape. Here are seven key insights that will shape the...
Read More







  




      

    
  



Like us


Join us


Review us


Follow us





Dream Big. Meet Crystal



Contact us








Talk to us in 
South Africa


+27 87 135 1005



Talk to us in England


 +44 203 148 8755



Write to us


info@jobcrystal.com
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	Recruit with Crystal AI
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Company



	About us


	Knowledge Center


	FAQ


	Blog


	Testimonials


	Contact us




Account



	Login
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Legal



	Terms and conditions


	Privacy policy


	PAIA Manual




Resources



	White Paper


	Case Study – Nampak


	Case Study – Retail Capital


	Case Study – DiPAR Systems
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	POPI Certification







© JobCrystal. All Rights Reserved. 














South Africa



United Kingdom




Leadership Team



Inspiring things happen when inspiring minds come together.

Explore

Our Story



Every journey has a story. This is ours.

Explore

About Us



Everything. From the top.

Explore

Blog



News and articles.

Explore






Recruitment



Use Crystal AI to find a batch of candidates for you.

Explore

Executive Search



Use human expertise to find the right team member.

Explore

Background Checks



Be Crystal Clear in who you hire and complete all checks on candidates here.

Explore

Salary Benchmarks



Let Job Crystal show you salaries currently being paid.

Explore

Candidate Box



Have a great candidate but not the right role for them?


Explore

Applicant Tracking System



Take the time and hassle out of recruitment admin by having all your jobs and candidates in one place.

Explore
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GET YOUR FREE, COMPREHENSIVE

GUIDE TO DEI HERE

HERE
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GET YOUR FREE, COMPREHENSIVE

RECRUITERS GUIDE TO SUCCESSFUL INTERVIEWING

HERE
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